For a general speech and gesture recognition system, the main goal is to accurately identify the input against a large database. In our design, we plan to change this traditional concept of speech and gesture recognition technology: instead of striving for the high accuracy of recognition, the intent of our system is to train the users to perform in such a way that can be understood by the machine. An interactive game is designed based on the current imperfect speech and gesture recognition technologies where users perform various speech and gesture combinations to cast magic spells. Players enjoy the process by perceiving the challenge and improving their skills to precede through increasing difficulty levels of the game.
INTRODUCTION
Speech recognition has been an active research area for over two decades now. Recent work has showed success for speaker dependent, small vocabulary speech recognition system such as voice dialing on cell phones [1] , however, due to the complexity of the human language, the accuracy for general speech recognition is still not perfect. On the other hand, gesture tracking has also been in the development for years. Currently, there are no non-encumbering systems that can report positions with prefect accuracy and position, while not being constraint by any type of interfering media. To greatly oversimplify, despite the continuous work, we are still waiting for the perfect speech and gesture recognition technology to be created.
Imperfect technology does not imply they are useless. As a matter of fact, the imperfectness can work to our advantage if utilized appropriately. Our approach is to apply these two near-perfect technologies to an interactive magic casting game, where small amounts of errors are tolerable during game play. These errors actually challenges the players and to force them to develop new skills so that they can overcome the technological difficulties in able to achieve the in-game objectives. These difficulties exactly mimic the randomness in the magic world, and are the main reason we have chosen to create an interactive spell casting game.
The remainder of the paper is organized into four sections. Section 2 presents a background about game design and the implemented system is explained in Section 3. Next, user stud results are presented in Section 4 and discussion including future work is presented in Section 5.
BACKGROUND 2.1 Game Design
Computer game design has been long investigated through decades. The main goal of game design is to focuses on engagement and entertainment. The ideal achievement of role play game or experimental learning game is to make the player feel a flow of skill growth and series of discoveries during their gameplay.
Main aspects involved to accomplish this goal are game story, challenge level, and game interaction [2] . Although we tried to cover important aspect of game design as many as possible, due to the time limit, we only focused on the game interaction in this work and will discuss a little bit about the game story and challenge level. Figure 1 shows a diagram that is referred to as a three channel model of flow [3] . Challenges and skills that are theoretically the most important dimensions of flow experience are represented on the axes of the diagram. As P represents a player, the state of a player is not stable all the time. Usually when challenges are significantly lower than player"s skill level, the player may feel bored, which means P fall in the region of boredom. On the other hand, challenges that a player faces are beyond their capabilities may cause feelings of anxiety, which forms the upper region of the diagram. Flow emerges in the space between anxiety and boredom. It is important that the challenge that a player faces in the game is closely matched to the skill level of the player. A well designed game will keep the player motivated so that as long as they are in position of P2, they will increase the challenge by proceeding to next level, or P3, they will strive for the flow state in order to feel enjoyment again. Basically, the flow channel can be extended by providing some guidance to the player or by providing the possibility of solving problems. In order to keep a player in a flow state, while a player"s skill level increases the challenges also should become more difficult. 
Related Work

Interactive Games
We searched the literatures, and have yet found such a game getting player involved with both their speech and body movements except for the unreleased Project Natal by Microsoft. Although there are large quantity of video games related to magic topic or based on Harry Potter books and films, such as the Harry Potter series video games developed by EA games and Lego Harry Potter games developed by Traveller"s Tales, all of which are restricted to visual interface only.
Gesture Recognition
The common technique is to instrument the hand with a number of sensors which provide information about hand position, orientation, and flex of fingers. 
Speech Recognition
All speech recognition systems can be evaluated using the criteria discussed below, as well as the recognition accuracy.
A speaker dependent system would be suitable for detecting speech patterns of a particular individual and only that individual. Any other individual"s speech patterns would likely fail even if exact phrases are spoken. On the other hand, a speaker independent system would theoretically be able to detect the phrases spoken regardless of the speaker.
Isolated word recognition system operates on identifying one single word at a time. [7] This requires a distinct separation between different words and is often achieved by adding pauses. These distinct separations aid the recognition process since it minimizes interference between neighboring words, and hence is often considered to be the simplest form of recognition to be performed.
Speech recognition systems ranges from small (tens) to very-large (tens of thousands) vocabulary word size. This category has the biggest effect on the recognition accuracy. Imagine the extreme case where the vocabulary database containing exactly one word, then regardless what word was actually spoken, it would always match correctly to the expected word.
A typical speech recognition system consists of a language model, dictionary and acoustic model. [8] The language model and dictionary are responsible for splitting up words into its base senones (sub-words) and the pronunciation of each senone is stored in the acoustic model. There are three possible acoustic models: discrete, semi-continuous and continuous hidden Markov model (HMM). The discrete HMM is the fastest but least accurate [9] . The continuous HMM is the most accurate, but nothing comes for free, it has a complex design and the recognition speed is slowest. [10] Finally, there"s the semi-continuous HMM which fits right in between the two previous HMM models, with good accuracy and good speed.
Preliminary Survey
A survey was conveyed before the whole system was built. 25 participants of the survey mostly consisted of graduate students aged between 23 and 35 located across the world including Canada, USA, Singapore, and Norway. 14 of them were female while 11 were male. We found 17 are Harry Potter fans all intrigued in the game. And 6 of 8 non Harry Potter fans also showed great interest. Although we considered diversity and versatile of the game quite important, 80% of our participants think spell learning only in a game is acceptable. Surprisingly, activities such as dual club, Dumbledore Army and free magic play described in the Harry Potter series are not widely demanded by the audience. And most people are more interested in spell related magic materials such as Charms, Transfiguration and Defense against the Dark Arts also from the book. The implemented system has two main goals: to accurately capture and to intelligently interpret the spells casted by the user. As the spells targeted by our system consisted strictly of speech and gesture, a sound capturing device and an accelerometer was adequate to satisfy the need. The inputs provided by the two aforementioned devices are interpreted by recognition software to determine the correctness of each casted spell. Based on the evaluation, a graphical output is send to the display to acknowledge the result to the user. An overview of the complete system is shown in Figure 2 and is discussed in detail below.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
System Overview
Hardware
Our system consists of a microphone, accelerometer, display and a computer (see figure 2) . For simplicity, a laptop is used to replace the microphone, computer, and display, and a separate Wii controller is used since it has a built in accelerometer (and Bluetooth communication components). The Wii controller is used to capture the gesture performed by the user and the microphone is responsible for capturing speech. The Wii controller and the computer communicates through a Bluetooth connection. A C++ driver created by gl.tter [11] was utilized to facilitate the transmission of data between the Wii controller and the computer. Data are stored in an array of the format: {x,y,z}, representing the acceleration in each of the 3 axis respectively. The microphone used is built-in on the laptop. The laptop is running Windows 7 with support for C++ and Java programs. In addition, a built-in Bluetooth adapter is included to establish the connection with the Wii remote controller.
Software
This section discusses the interpretation software employed. Specifically, the difficulties encountered with integration and synchronization between the speech and gesture recognition system.
Speech Recognition
Sphinx-4 developed by CMU [8] was used as the speech interpreter, and is written in Java programming language. This software was chosen because it is a large vocabulary, speaker independent, continuous speech recognizer, which fitted our need. Sphinx-4 is based on semi-continuous hidden-markov-model, which matches the input with the most probabilistic word against all the vocabularies. Our system made use of the pre-trained Wall Street Journal acoustic models and custom dictionaries are created for each word to indicate the phoneme sequence to pronounce each word. Table 1 presents a dictionary file for a sample set of vocabularies used in the system. 
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The speech recognition system saves the matched word and the time which speech was first detected to a text file prior to termination.
Gesture Tracking System
Gesture recognition is written in C++ and built on top of the Wii remote driver which is also written in C++. The Wii remote is sampled at 5 Hz and the result is compared against the previously trained reference data. As gestures vary in length, the total number of data points for each move also varies. This number is determined during the training stage and approximately 5 data points are stored for every second of movement. The comparison algorithm will compare the sampled data starting at the time speech was first detected until the end of gesture length by calculating error using the Euclidean distance between the two set of data:
The overall error is the arithmetic average of the entire set of data representing the respective gesture.
Integration & Synchronization
The integration between gesture and speech recognition systems was done through synchronized writes and reads from the same text file, since it was otherwise not easy for a C++ and a Java to communicate with each other. The speech recognition system writes its result to a text file which is read by the C++ program at a later time. The text files are deleted at the beginning of the program; hence the existence of the files also indicates the completion of the speech recognition, signaling to the C++ program that it is safe to read the data.
In our system, it is essential that to track the relative time between the speech and gesture performed by the user, in order to distinguish asynchronous spell casting from synchronous ones. This is achieved by tracking the start time of gesture and speech performed using the operating system"s clock in units of milliseconds. Once the start of speech time is determined, the gesture recognition will search through the accelerometer data to find the closest matching start time to proceed with its recognition. Once the start time is determined, the speed of gesture is guaranteed since sampling rate and the number of data points evaluated is constant. Similarly, the speed of speech recognition system is constant, creating a synchronized overall system. In order to cope with minor system error and human reaction time, an experimentally determined offset of up to 600 ms is accepted between the gesture and speech recognition start time.
Visual Display
There are four possible outputs for each spell casted depending on the result of the recognition software. Table 2 presents the visual output possibilities. Random between shrunk effect and no effect 0.6 -1.2
> 1.2 Fail
The visual interface is made in Adobe Flash CS4. We created very simple flashes to build the framework of initial design. The graphics are quite different from real video game since our focus is really on the technology part and aiming at only constructing a primitive framework of the entire design. And replacing these simple animations with fancy 3D graphics is just timing issue not a big challenge.
Game Design
We did not have time to complete the whole story line. Instead we simply created 7 spells with different difficulties representing the initial idea of emulating 7 years of Hogwarts school idea from the original book for user to experience and get the main idea of the game.
The storyline is quite simple since this is just a demo design with 7 spells. There is a very short welcome page followed by the first spell to learn. All the other spells will be revealed one by one after that.
A typical spell learning process starts with a clear and short tutorial showing how to pronounce the spell and how to move the wand along with how to synchronize the two. Sound instructions
have not yet embedded to the system but could be added as future work. The user will be told when they should start to try the spell themselves by the system. They will be repeatedly asked to perform the spell several times if they did it unsuccessfully. Then the finite state machine will be triggered to respond with different results based on user actions. Since we are targeting at making people enjoy the game, and we only have a very simple storyline. We now allow user to proceed and see all the spells even they did not pass the simpler ones. All spells are extracted from the original book of Harry Potter by J. K. Rowling. We believe this is more desired among population according to our survey than randomly creating spells. Corresponding gestures of the spells are creatively designed since there is hardly any description of these gestures in the book.
USER STUDY
Playtesting is one of the most common approaches for game design. Therefore, we adopted this approach and tested the system on 5 people, 4 of which are male. All of them are graduate students age from 23 to 35.
Test Procedure
A sample testing demo was created to conduct the user study. Two spells: alohomora and avis were selected to represent a long and a short spell respectively.
The demo first showed an animated tutorial showing the correct trajectory for the wand and the location for which phonemes of the spell should be voiced. Figure 3 shows a non-animated picture of the tutorial. The solid black line indicates the wand"s path. The first location of the first "ah" indicates that it should be pronounced at the same time as the beginning of the first upward motion of the wand. "low" should be pronounced just prior to the wand reaching the plateau of the first upward motion and "how" should be pronounced immediately after the start of the downward motion.
Figure 3. Tutorial graphic sample
After the animated tutorial, a real scenario would appear and the user is given the opportunity to cast the aforementioned spell. In the case of "alohomora", the scenario is a closed door, and a successfully casted spell will open the door. In the case of "avis", the scenario is a steady bird, and a successfully casted spell will show a flying bird.
At the end of the testing procedure, each participant was requested to fill out a questionnaire relating to the experience.
Result
The results gave a positive motivation for future work. Most people have never played such kind of game before but felt the game mechanic was easy and natural. 3 out of 5 thought the game was challenging but was fun to play. Specifically, the wand in their hands helped them feel like a real wizard. Although the visual interface was not as fancy as people usually expected in real video games, people still think the concept was quite cool. Their feelings about the game generally are not strongly related to result of their casted spell. Nonetheless, we found that people do get more excited when they successfully make a spell work after several tries than those who pass on the first try. We also observed that people were willing to repeatedly play the game in order to learning the spells. We actually had a Harry Potter fan asked to requested to play the game a lot of times just to get all spells pass. This matches our assumption of three-channel flow showed in Figure 1 that user errors are necessary to keep people from falling into boredom region. On the other hand, players can adjust themselves when they fall into anxiety region by making more effort harnessing their skills and going back to flow region again.
The two spells we select for testing are "Avis" and "Alohomora", where "Avis" turned out to have a higher passing rate than "Alohomora". This shows that difficulties of spells are as we expected. For the speech part, the less syllables a word has, the easier it is for the user to pass. For the gesture part, the shorter and simpler the movements are, the easier it is for the users to synchronize their action and speaking.
FUTURE WORK
Enhancing visual interface with more vivid animations and completing the storyline with more spells and versatile activities are the main future work of this design. Some details such as flexibility of skipping part of introduction and tutorial, more help information, and better wand design can also help make it more like a commercial game. Furthermore, user customizations such as selecting courses according to user interest and picking their own wands can be added to furnish the design.
One other aspect that is missing in our prototype system is sound feedback. A door that opens with a squeaking sound is much more satisfying than only seeing the door open on the visual output. It would also make the user feel more realistic and surely be more immersed in the game.
Unifying the programming language for speech and gesture recognition software can further improve the synchronization and the integration of the overall system. One possibility is to rewrite either the speech recognition in C++ or rewriting the Wii remote driver in Java. Either way, using one language would make it easier to access intermediate recognition information by the other system, allowing better synchronization schemes.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an interactive game using speech and gesture recognition system. We created a spell casting game which took created took advantage of the imperfectness with the aforementioned technology to portray the randomness in the real magical world. The user evaluation was encouraging with highlight being one participant extremely intrigued by our game.
To unleash the full potential of our system, a more involved game with story plot needs to be developed based on the prototype presented in this paper.
